










Almost all the students of mine who stayed abroad for a short period confronted dilemmas.
They could neither understand English nor say what they wanted to convey even though
they have been studying English for a long time. Then they realized how important it is to
have a large store of vocabulary knowledge. In fact if we have large vocabulary it will be
easier to understand what people are saying. If we use as many English words we know as
possible even though they were not enough to complete the sentence, people will more or
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less understand what we want to say whether it is grammatically correct or not. The more
English vocabulary we know the greater will be the possibility we can communicate
successfully with foreigners.
We now understand the importance of getting students to have lexical competence, but
vocabulary teaching has been neglected at schools in Japan in comparison with other fields of
English education such as grammar, reading comprehension, listening and speaking.
Vocabulary is taught as an addition and usually briefly when students find unknown words in the
reading comprehension classes or conversation classes. As a consequence, the amount of
vocabulary students can learn is quite limited and even if they learn the new words in the
classroom, they often forget them, mainly due to a lack of opportunities to use them.
Therefore it would be better if schools gave students more time to learn vocabulary and
English teachers should teach them the strategy of lexical learning, such as how to learn
vocabularies efficiently and how to keep memorized words stored in their minds for a long
time. In order to teach students useful English in actual situations, lexical teaching should
be emphasized more.
2. Difficulties in Learning English Vocabulary
Karaoke, sushi, tsunami, kimono, shogun, judo, samurai, tofu and typhoon are
widespread English words derived from Japanese language. Japanese-borrowed words are
increasing with the popularity of Japanese culture and Japanese foods in the world. It is
surprising to know that most native speakers of English know such Japanese words as
edamame, arare, bento, nori, cosplay, manga, kanban, zaibatsu, bokeh, kawaii fashion,
which have become almost English words these days.
On the other hand we, Japanese, also use more English-borrowed words in everyday
life. In restaurants, waiters often ask the customer “pan (bread) ni shimasuka laice ni
shimasuka” (Which would you like, bread or rice?) or “dezaato wa?” (How about dessert?) In
hospitals, the English word ‘informed consent’ is beginning to take root and needless to say
‘doctor’, ‘nurse’, ‘clinic’, and ‘hospice’ are very common. On the streets we sometimes see the
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buses with English words ‘Eco-friendly’ or ‘idling stop’ on the car body and when we take
the bus, our eyes catch some advertisements written ‘tenanto boshuu’ (wanted tenants) on
vacant houses or new buildings. It is surprising to find how many borrowed English words
there are in the Japanese newspapers. Like these examples, nowadays Japanese people
tend to use more English loan words which sound cooler and more sophisticated than the
Japanese word.
This phenomenon on the surface would seem to be helpful to Japanese people in
learning English, but in fact it has resulted in quite a few obstacles to language learners
because we use some of these English borrowed words wrongly. We call these kinds of
misused borrowed words “Japanese English” and they have filtered into our minds so
deeply that we do not even realize that we are using them incorrectly in English
conversation. The common Japanese English words misused in English conversation are:
(1) Words describing people: ‘smart’, means ‘slim’ in Japanese. Most Japanese have not the
slightest idea that it means ‘clever’ in English. ‘Naive’ is used for ‘sensitive’; ‘glamorous’ for
‘a voluptuous woman’. (2) When we call someone, we often use borrowed words from
English which are not correct. For example, ‘door boy’ instead of ‘door man’ ‘guard
man’ instead of ‘security guard’. We call a ‘TV personality’ ‘talent’ in Japan, so Japanese
students are more likely to say “My favorite talent is …” Students also make the big
mistake of saying “I have nine boyfriends now.” In Japan girls often say ‘Watashino (My)
boifurendo (boyfriend)’ which means ‘My male friend’ the meaning of which is far from
‘lover’. (3) Borrowed words from non-English languages such as ‘arubaito (arbeit)’ are
frequently misused in making English sentences because all borrowed words seem as if
they were of English origin to us. Students often say “I’ll go to Arubaito.” (I’ll go to my part
time job) (4) The other Japanese English which Japanese often misuse are: ‘drive-way’ for
‘freeway’, ‘number plate’ for ‘license plate’, ‘handle’ for ‘steering wheel’, ‘classic music’ for
‘classical music’, ‘trainer’ for ‘sweat shirt’, ‘Viking’ for ‘buffet’, ‘cider’ for ‘carbonated drink’,
‘one-piece’ for ‘dress’, ‘sharp pen’ for ‘mechanical pencil’ etc.
What makes it difficult for students to learn English is not only the existence of
misused English loan words but also some other factors. One of them is the difference in
concepts between native speakers of English and Japanese. We cannot avoid the influence
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of our first language when we make sentences of the second language. Even if we make
English sentences after getting the right words from the dictionary, it does not always
mean they are correct translations, because there is the difference of the concepts between
each language. For example, the direct translation of English ‘head’ is ‘atama’ in Japanese,
but ‘atama’ also means ‘hair of head’ while English ‘head’ means ‘the part of the body
containing the brain, eyes, ears, nose and mouth’, but not hair itself. Thus it is possible for
Japanese to say “I cut my head” instead of “I cut my hair’’, which sounds terrible for
English native speakers and it is far from the Japanese original meaning.
In the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, Sapir mentions
‘…real world is to a large extent unconsciously built upon the language habits of
the group. No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as
representing the same social reality. The worlds in which different labels
attached…’ (Sapir 1958: 69)
What is most difficult is the restriction on collocation when we translate Japanese into
English. Japanese people sometimes use the word ‘tooi (far)’ in the metaphorical sense such
as “kare(he)wa mimi(ear)ga tooi(far)” (His ears are far.) meaning “He is hard of hearing.” In
the English world people do not have slightest idea to connect the word ‘ear’ with ‘far’
Onomatopoeic expression also causes us a problem. We use lots of these expressions in
our everyday conversation. However, it is only possible to express successfully the content
of onomatopoeia by using the similar sentence structures of the other language. For
example, we use an onomatopoeia ‘zaa-zaa’ to express the sound of rain bucketing down,
but we cannot find the similar onomatopoeia in English. As a result “zaa-zaa amega
futteiru” (it is raining zaa-zaa) is translated into an English sentence “It is raining hard.”
without using any onomatopoeia.
3. Criteria for Teaching Vocabulary
It is important for English teachers to make Japanese students aware of those common
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mistakes mentioned above and get them to avoid the incorrect use of words when they
actually make English sentences.
Adding to that, the criteria I would use in choosing vocabulary to teach the students of
beginners and lower intermediate students is as follows:
(1) Vocabulary which students actually find/use or will find/use repeatedly in their English
lessons: It would be much easier for students to retain new English vocabulary if they
are given many chances to reinforce it through their English lessons. It would be ideal
for teachers to make a check list of all the new vocabulary students are supposed to
learn for the year before the new school year starts.
(2) The core vocabulary selected by the Japanese English Educational Research Association:
According to the association, the number of basic words selected for Japanese high
school students is 4800. Most of my students, however, do not seem to retain even half
of that number, so the teacher’s role for those students is also to help them expand their
vocabulary to come closer to the required number for comprehension. What we should
bear in mind is to try not to give them too much of a burden by forcing them to
memorize for production and also not to get them to retain too difficult words which are
not counted within the criteria. We should lower any barriers that there might be to L2
learning to increase motivation as Krashen said.
(3) The 850 basic English words selected by A. Richards and Christine Gibson who
developed GDM (Graded Direct Method): As Nattinger states in Vocabulary and
Language Teaching (1988: 63) comprehension and production of vocabulary required
different strategies and the strategy of production is “to activate one’s storage by
retrieving these words from memory, and by using them in appropriate situations.”
However, a 4800 core vocabulary is too much for elementary and lower intermediate
students to retain to such an extent that they can produce English sentences freely with
it. I, therefore, would limit these to 850 basic vocabulary items for them to memorize
completely for actual use in producing English sentences. Among the 850 words they are
divided into four categories: Operations (100 words including verbs, auxiliary verbs,
pronouns, and prepositions － e.g. come, about, a, he, and, again, north, tomorrow, etc.);
Names of general things (400 words necessary in our life mentally and socially － e.g.
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account, amount, authority, power, feeling, desire, mind, thought, trouble, weak etc.);
Names of pictured things (200 words indicating the things around us － e.g. head, arm,
hand, branch, book, frame, line, key etc.); Qualities (150 adjectives － e.g. good, bad,
cruel, happy, left, narrow etc.) According to GDM, students can only remember 16 verbs
(come, get, give, go, keep, let, make, put, seem, take, be, do, have, say, see, send) and
they affirm that the shortest way to improve English is to master these 16 verbs.
(4) Lexical phrases which are useful for communication: Vocabulary is not just stored in
memory as individual words, but as bigger chunks like phrases or even longer than
phrases (Nattinger 1988) and to memorize those chunks, especially ones which are often
used in everyday conversation, is more useful in practice than to memorize individual
words. i) Necessary topic － e.g. “ What does … mean? ” (language), “ How much is …?”
(shopping), “My name is … ”, “ I’m from …” (autobiography), “ Where is …? ” (location)
ii) Phrases requiring quick reaction in utterance － These phrases like “Watch out!”, “Be
careful!”, “She is cute.”, “Poor you!”, “Wait a minute!” must come out of our mouth
immediately. If we see a heavy piece of wood falling on someone’s head we should shout
to him “Watch out!” immediately, otherwise he will be injured seriously or be killed. If
we see a pretty baby, we might want to say to her mother “She is cute!” without pausing
for a long interval to find a suitable word. Since “the storage of information does not
guarantee its retrieval.” (Nattinger 1988: 71), we, teachers, should get students to store
these kinds of English phrases completely and deeply enough for them to use the
phrases freely whenever those phrases are required. iii) Phrasal verbs － Though
Japanese English teachers do not usually teach phrasal verbs in their lessons I believe
it is essential that those phrasal verbs be taught in the classroom since they appear so
frequently in native speakers’ conversation. iv) Fluency devices － I usually teach
students English phrases of back-channel feedback such as “Oh, I see.”, “Really?”,
“Right.”, “Exactly.”, “That’s news to me.”, “That’s too bad.”, “How about you?” because
they help to make conversation go smoothly. I also teach phrases to fill up the uneasy
silence before finding what to say, for example, the phrases such as “Well… ”, and “Let
me see…” In my class students are required to use those ‘fluency devices’ learned in the
classroom every time they have free or controlled English conversation practices.
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(5) Cultural connotations－The English words used to describe parts of our body I
mentioned before fall into this category. It is also very interesting to know that certain
colors and images differ between Japanese and native speakers of English. For example,
the signal of ‘go’ at a traffic light in Japan is blue. We say ‘ao shingo’ (blue traffic light)
instead of ‘green traffic light’. We also say “Kao ga massao da” (Your face is very blue)
meaning “You’re very pale.” All Japanese people probably will answer ‘red’ if we are
asked the color of the sun while native speakers are likely to answer ‘yellow’ or ‘orange’.
‘Brown sugar’ is also translated into ‘kuro zato’ (black sugar) in Japanese. Pink gives
Japanese an obscene image, so we say ‘pink film’ for ‘blue film’. Lemon gives us a
refreshing image whereas, I heard, it gives native speakers the image of some
unfavorable sour thing. Most English vocabulary items concerning color have a
connotative meaning such as ‘blue Monday’, ‘white lie’, the meaning of which may be
associated with the image of the color from an English speakers’ point of view, but the
connotative meaning of those color words are far beyond Japanese people’s imagination.
Misunderstanding of this cultural connotation sometimes causes problems. For instance,
it is more likely for Japanese students to say “She is the fastest woman in our class.” to
describe one of the classmates who runs very fast, but native English speakers possibly
interpret that “ She is a woman who goes to bed with men easily.” To avoid this kind of
misunderstanding I would suggest that we make students aware of some of the cultural
connotations like the ones mentioned above, though at the elementary level it is not
necessary to teach many of them.
(6) In order to expand students’ vocabulary, I support the idea that it is also necessary to
teach collocation, antonym, synonym and affixation. Affixation especially is very
important in lexical competence because as students acquire that aspect of lexis it
enables them to read more efficiently. When they find new words they can guess the
meaning if they have knowledge of affixation because it provides them with clues to the
meaning of the word. I teach the above lexical system as an individual vocabulary
lesson through some specific exercises designed for this purpose and as additional
information when new words appear in a text book or other reading materials.
(7) Pronunciation of vocabulary－Pronunciation has been often neglected in the Japanese
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English education system. Most students in my class cannot read English smoothly
when they are asked to do so and almost everyone has never learned how to read
phonetic symbols. Considering that English pronunciation is a problem for Japanese in
the communication process, it is necessary for teachers to teach them pronunciation as
well as vocabulary. When I teach pronunciation I always bear in mind the phonological
difficulties which Japanese people usually have in speaking English. There are three
main difficulties: i) English words have stresses and intonation patterns while Japanese
is pronounced very monotonously. The stress placed on the different word in the same
phrase such as “poor Joe” and “Poor Joe” shows different meanings, but Japanese people
cannot convey the difference of such meanings since we even pronounce English
monotonously like Japanese language. ii) Our language does not have English phonemes
such as [r ], [ th], [w], [v ], [ f ], which makes it difficult for us to pronounce English
words. The following are some of the misunderstandings we are more likely to make due
to the use of incorrect pronunciation: a) “May I take a bus [bs ]?” instead of “May I
take a bath [baeθ ]?” The sound of [θ ] often becomes the sound of [s ] when Japanese
people pronounce it. b) We find it very hard to make English native speakers
understand when we pronounce ‘woods’. c) “We usually eat lice and miso soup for
breakfast.” Japanese people often find it difficult to pronounce the [r ] sound, which is
processed by English native speakers as English [ l ]. iii) Japanese words always end
with vowels, so when we pronounce English we are likely to add a vowel after each
consonant like [miruku] for ‘milk’. It is also necessary to give students listening practice
about words which have got confusing and mistakable pronunciation for Japanese such
as [r ] / [ l ] sounds, [s ] / [θ ] sounds, [b ] / [v ] sounds, ‘can’ / ‘can’t’, ‘want / ‘won’t’ because
most Japanese students cannot hear differences between those words.
4. Vocabulary Teaching Methodology
If we could find some appropriate course books for developing vocabulary skills, it
would be useful, but in fact, most of those kinds of books are designed specially for
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intermediate / advanced level students and they are too difficult for elementary and lower-
intermediate students. Teachers who teach students at this level, therefore, must design
and develop their own activities or materials.
M. Takada (1990) suggests that we can actually learn vocabulary, not through
conversation practice, but through reading practice. His argument is supported by the
following idea: A speaker carries on speaking even while his/her interlocutor is struggling
with the meanings of some words in his/her utterance and as a result of this the
interlocutor loses the whole meaning. It is not the whole passage that the interlocutor does
not understand, but it is only some words that make the whole utterance puzzling. The
interlocutor cannot even ask the meanings of the words he/she tried to discover while
listening unless he/she takes note of the unknown words, the spellings and pronunciations
of which are uncertain.
I partially agree with his opinion, but I think it is also the role of the teacher to give
them the techniques of inferring from the context of the whole utterance, even if they are
stuck with some words in the speaker’s utterance. It is also the same technique that is
required for reading English materials. I believe that teachers should develop the students’
reading ability to infer the meanings of words by using contextual clues because “the more
we actively work out a solution to a problem, then the more likely we are of storing this
information permanently.” (Nattinger 1988: 64)
I often use vocabulary activities developed from songs and games which are placed
between difficult English lessons so that they will provide students with a pleasant break
from the energy and concentration required for other activities. They really enjoy those
songs and games and carry on listening and playing in their spare time even outside the
classroom.
It is very difficult to remember words and even if we remember the words once, we
have no guarantee of keeping them in our memory for ever. It may be more sensible to try
not to forget them instead of trying to store a vast quantity of vocabulary items one after
another. In order not to forget the words which we once memorized, it is suggested that
teachers repeat the vocabulary items many times in an integrated way, that is, through the
lessons using the four language skills (reading, speaking, listening, and writing).
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Considering students’ listening abilities, I usually use Japanese in the classroom when
I teach English though it is the ‘ideal’ to use English all the time. I, however, try to
repeatedly use some of the English phrases such as greetings (“Good morning everyone.
How are you today?”, “That’s all, today. See you next week.”, “Have a nice weekend.”etc.)
and directions (“Open your book to page…”, “Look at the blackboard.”, “Listen very
carefully.”, “Be quiet please.”etc.) Students, then, store those phrases repeated in the each
lesson without making any effort to memorize.
There are quite a few mnemonic devices concerning vocabulary suggested by many
people. I have borrowed their ideas for effective ways of memorizing English vocabulary
items and apply them to my vocabulary teaching. The mnemonic devices that I have used
in the classroom or that I advise my students to use outside the classroom are as follows:
(1) Demonstration: Showing the actual objects and getting students to act out such a
technique as Total Physical Response is very useful to teach elementary-lower
intermediate students, though the vocabulary which can be taught with this technique
is limited. The conversation practice for shopping I am going to introduce later in this
paper as one of the vocabulary activities is a typical example of this device.
(2) Visual aids: I often use video films, slides, pictures, gestures and mime to get students
to keep the vocabulary items deeply fixed in their memories with vivid pictures or
images. The defect of using pictures is that teachers must show or draw appropriate and
simple pictures so as to convey the meanings of vocabulary items precisely.
(3) Using the background music of αwave music: I have used a specially designed CD in
which core vocabulary is recorded with a background music of αwaves. This method is
based on the hypothesis that αwave music will give people a relaxed feeling and we can
learn more effectively in a relaxed state of mind, which is similar to the idea of
Suggestopaedia. I may not have used this CD in the proper way or may not have used it
for long enough, but in practice I could not get very good results by using this method.
(4) An interesting original mnemonic device has been suggested by T. Muto. It is the way of
memorizing associated words made up by making Japanese puns with English sounds,
that is, combining English sounds and Japanese phrases with harmonized sounds. For
instance, in teaching ‘cruelty’ which is interpreted as zankoku in Japanese, we can
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memorize the Japanese pun that “kurueru (This Japanese word meaning fanatic or
insane sounds like ‘cruelty’) chi(blood) wa zankoku” (“fanatic man’s blood is cruel”) with
the image of a vampire. In his book Rensoshiki Eitango Kioku Jiten (A Mnemonic
Dictionary by Association of Japanese Phrases) he gives 1500 English vocabulary items
with Japanese phrases like this. This kind of dictionary may be useful for
students’ independent study of vocabulary.
(5) It is an effective storage method to repeat English words in the rhythmic pace. There
are quite a few difficult vocabulary items concerning Medical English. For example,
students usually find it hard to memorize the vocabulary of diagnosis departments
among which the word ‘otorhinolaryngology’ is a big headache for everyone.
Nevertheless, I successfully impregnated students’ brains with this difficult word by
getting them to repeat the word many times to a rhythm. It looks silly to sway to the
rhythm saying ‘otorhinolaryngology, otorhinolaryngology, otorhinolaryngology…….’ like
chanting, but strangely enough students can remember this long complicated word very
well by this method.
5. Activities
The following are some of the activities I designed specially and some of the games I
created for teaching vocabulary items and which have received successful results from my
students:
English songs
【Yesterday Once More】 Though it is a quite an old song, using this song is very effective
because a wide range of students know this song and most of them really like it. The aim of
this activity is to understand the use of ‘would’ which indicates past continuous action and
to improve students’ listening ability of vocabulary. Before playing the music students are
given handouts with song lyrics in which some words are missing. The teacher puts on the
music and students fill in the blanks while listening to the song. Fairly easy vocabulary is
selected for students to fill in the blanks in order to avoid confusion.
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【Love is Blue】 This song is translated into Japanese and the Japanese title is ‘Koiwa
Mizuiro’, which is very familiar among Japanese people. The image of the Japanese word
‘mizuiro’ (light blue) is far from the connotative meaning of the English word ‘blue’. In fact,
this song is quite useful for teaching cultural connotations about the vocabulary concerning
color. The lyrics used easy English words and the same phrases are repeated in the lyrics,
so it is quite suitable even for students of lower achievement. In this activity the song is
used as a review of the lesson. This is an English song, but it is the Japanese title of the
song that I use in order not to give the answer to the first stanza. The direct translation of
this Japanese title is ‘Love Is Light Blue’, and it gives us an image of a happy love song.
The procedure of this activity is: (1) Write on the blackboard some color vocabulary such as
‘blue’, ‘green’, ‘yellow’, ‘red’, ‘black’, ‘white’, ‘pink’ and ‘gray.’ (2) Put the students in pairs or
in small groups and get them to discuss the image of each color. (3) Ask some of the
students to write down their images about the colors on the blackboard. (4) Check what
they have written in front of the whole class. (5) Ask the students to find the English
connotative meanings of each word by looking them up in a dictionary. (6) Ask some of the
students to write them down next to the Japanese image written previously. (7) Go over
the answers for the whole class. (8) Write the English phrase or English sentences used in
the vocabulary such as ‘blue Monday’, “You look blue.”, “I’m in the pink.”, ‘black heart’,
‘white lie’, “I’m green with envy.” and get the students to translate them. (9) Go over the
answers for the whole class. (10) Give the song sheet in which the words of color are
missing and ask the students to fill in the color vocabulary. Students can help each other
with their partners. Put on the music and get them to check their answers.
【Alone Again】 This song seems to be a little difficult for elementary level students but I
think it is worth teaching this song because most students have heard this song, yet they
do not understand the meaning of the lyrics. In fact most of them were surprised to know
the meaning of the song which is contrary to their expectation and this arouses their
interest in this song. We sometimes hear it in one of commercials on TV, so students can
review the lesson automatically outside the classroom. The following are two of the
activities I developed concerning the vocabulary items. The sentences in Activity 1 are
carefully made so that students can infer the meaning of the words through the context
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without using a dictionary.
Activity1
Translate the underlined words or phrases.
1. Yumiko studied very hard to pass an entrance examination, but failed and it
completely shattered her.
2. Yukiko was supposed to meet Masao in Shinjuku at 3:30 p.m., but she stood him up
and went to see a movie with Taro.
3. There is no point in giving him advice because he has never listened to us in the past.
4. We may as well start eating now because Harry always comes home late.
5. Everybody stopped talking because something unusual was about to happen.
6. He left for England without saying so much as a good-bye.
Activity2
Read the lyrics carefully. Find the following words or phrases in the lyrics. Then, fill in
the blanks using words or phrases from the lyrics which have a similar meaning.
sour = not ( ) seen = ( )
on my own = ( ) look back = ( )
leave in the lurch = ( ) soul = ( )
bright = ( ) indeed = ( )
my father died = ( )
English Conversation Practice
【shopping】 This game is useful to teach not only English vocabulary but also English
conversation. Before the lesson the students are asked to buy and bring two items to school.
The two items should be of the same kind, but slightly different in size, color, or content;
for instance, a red and a black ballpoint pen, a tin of orange juice and apple juice and both
items must cost 100 yen each. It is suggested to students that they buy things which are as
attractive as possible so that everyone would want to have them. Students are given small
stickers to stick to their products after filling in each price which is not the actual 100 yen
price, but a made-up price between 51 yen and 99 yen. They are also asked to make fake
money of two 100 yens, one 50 yen, five of each 1 yen, 5 yen, 10 yen with the stiff paper
given to them.
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The lesson starts by giving the following sample conversation about shopping:
A: May I help you?
B: Yes, I’m looking for a note book.
A: How about this one?
B: Do you have a yellow (smaller / bigger) one?
A: Yes, here you are!
B: Thank you. How much is it?
A: It’s 87 yen.
B: I’ll take it. Here you are.
A: Thank you very much. Here’s your change.
Students are asked to read the whole conversation all together by following the teacher
and then to memorize it first individually and then in pairs. After checking that the
students can manipulate the conversation without looking at the manuscript, the teacher
gets them to practice the same conversation using action and using the fake money and
notebooks, but still using the controlled conversation, that is, the same conversation as on
the manuscript. When students can manage their conversation fluently and naturally, the
teacher picks up each item the students bought and asks them what it is in English. The
words of the items that they answered incorrectly or that they did not know are taught
completely and are written on the board so that they can store them in their memory. The
teacher now divides the students into small groups for students to practice this
conversation in an actual situation, changing the underlined vocabulary to the correct
vocabulary. At this stage, the students can use their own goods and different fake prices on
the goods. They also have to calculate the change and give their partner the exact change.
If they want to buy exactly the thing shown by shop assistant they can omit the two lines
of “Do you have a yellow (smaller/bigger) one?” and “Yes, here you are.” Finally the teacher
divides the class into two big groups, shop assistants and customers, and gives them the
opportunity to do real shopping in English. Four of the goods are placed in front of the
students acting as shop assistants who are going to sell them and the students acting as
customers must stand up and move around with fake money between each desk in order to
buy two items. The goods they buy become theirs and when they buy their goods they have
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to keep two rules: They cannot buy two of the goods at the same shop and they have to pay
100 yen all the time. When all the customers have bought two of their goods, then they
change their roles with the students acting as shop assistants. Students really enjoy this
activity and remember the vocabulary and lexical phrases learned through it.
As a review, the teacher gets them to recite the original conversation in front of the
whole class and recall the vocabulary of the items written on the board. If necessary, the
teacher can give them a short test of the vocabulary for evaluation.
English Word Game
【Game1】This game is rearranged from a traditional Japanese children’s game called
‘shiritori’. The content of the game is to make up a word by using the final letter of the
word which was used by the previous person. It is more enjoyable and exiting to get
students to compete with each other in each vertical row of seats. First of all a sheet of
blank paper is provided to the students sitting in the front seat. The teacher gives one
English word on the board and the game starts with that word on the board. The student
passes the paper to the student who is sitting behind him/her after writing a word which
starts with the last letter of the word written by previous person. The winners are the
group who write the most correct words within the limited time. While they are making up
new vocabulary in a hurry to win the game, the teacher can suddenly give them different
directions such as “Write the meaning of each English word written so far and after you
write the meaning of one word, pass the paper to the next person. The next person must
give the meaning of the following word.” They are allowed to use dictionaries, but naturally
when they look up the word in the dictionary they lose a lot of time. An alternative way of
conducting this game is to give a piece of chalk instead of paper and ask the students to
write the word on the blackboard. In this case the thing the student passes is not the paper,
but a piece of chalk. Students have to run to the blackboard to do it quickly, which makes
it more exciting, but sometimes dangerous because an accident can happen if one steps on
another. Students can play this word game individually and especially if they can do it at
home as an independent study I believe that they can expand their vocabulary.
【Game2】This game is designed for a small group of twenty to thirty students. They are
divided into two groups and compete against each other. Each group is given the same 33
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cards with one letter written on each card. Each group member must share in holding
these letter cards instead of laying all the cards on the desks or floor. They are allowed to
use a Japanese-English dictionary. The aim of the game is to make the English word for
the Japanese word given by the teacher cooperatively. The vocabulary used in this game is
limited to the name of fish such as ‘cod’, ‘herring’, ‘salmon’, ‘mackerel’ etc. The winning
team is the one which makes the English words quickly and pronounces them correctly.
The word should be shown by each student holding one letter card and lining up in the
right order. At the end of this game, the teacher gives students 15-20 minutes to make the
longest word using the letter cards they have. The group who makes the longest word gains
extra marks.
6. Conclusion
As I mentioned above, I usually chose the vocabulary items using three major criteria:
(1) basic core vocabulary (2) vocabulary items which Japanese are likely to misuse and
misunderstand culturally (3) vocabulary items which are useful for communication.
Since my students are at a fairly low level, I try not to give them too much of a burden
by asking them to memorize too difficult words or too many words, otherwise they may
hate English or they will lose interest in English even more than they do now. The most
important and effective way of teaching vocabulary items to these students is to draw out
their interest in English by including literature and conversation.
Considering that the number of hours students study English in class is very limited
and that the teacher should teach them not only vocabulary but also other things within
such a limited time, the students are required to use extra time to study vocabulary outside
the classroom. If they are to learn vocabulary by themselves, an important role of the
teacher is to pass onto the students the strategy for developing English vocabulary skills
and also motivate them.
I use vocabulary lessons as the means of relaxation. Consequently, the activities I have




As I have mentioned before, it is important for teachers to teach students the skills of
inferring the meaning of words from context. However, I cannot deny the importance of
finding the exact meanings of words in a dictionary. The question then lies in whether it is
better to give students a direct translation or not. Personally, I believe in the importance of
a Japanese translation for students at a lower proficiency level. I think an English-English
dictionary is not very useful for my students because they have to look up the meaning of
some of the words in the explanation even before they can come to an understanding of the
difficult word itself.
It is important to get them to develop the habit of using a dictionary. I usually ask
students to bring a dictionary with them to my class. They are free to use the dictionary
whenever they come across difficult vocabulary. By letting them use a dictionary I believe I
can release some of the burden of their difficulty with English. What I always bear in mind
is to get them to check the pronunciation as well as the word meaning when they look up
the word. In this way they can at least do something about overcoming their weaknesses
concerning pronunciation.
We cannot store a vast amount of vocabulary items within a short period. It requires
time. That is why I try not to expect too much immediate improvement in my students, but
I hope they can expand their vocabulary gradually through my lessons by learning the
necessary strategies, becoming motivated and through frequent repetition of vocabulary
items in the classroom.
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